Program
FOCUS Expert Workshop
16th FEBRUARY 2016
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL, Le Palace, BRUSSELS

08.15 Registration, Network & Coffee

09.00 Welcome, Odd Myklebust, Morten Øien, NTNU - Neophytou Neophytos, European Commission

09.30 The FOCUS Project, Coordinator Dr. Myklebust

09.45 Introduction to five clusters, Professor Marcello Colledani

10.00 Experts Presentations *Short break between Clean Factory and High Precision Manufacturing presentations

- Zero Defect Manufacturing
  Dr. Makoto Fujishima, Mori Seiki, DMG MORI Co. Ltd, Japan
  Dr. Dan Frayssinet, Founder and CEO of DP Technology, USA

- Clean Factory
  Prof. I.S. Jawahir, University of Kentucky, USA
  Prof. Yaoyao Fiona Zhao, McGill University, Canada

- High Precision Manufacturing
  Dr. Henny Spaan, IBS Precision Engineering, Netherlands
  Dr. Fukuo Hashimoto, Senior Scientist, The Timken Company, USA

- Robotics
  Clay Flannigan, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), Robotics & Autom. Engineering, USA
  Arturo Baroncelli, Comau, Former President international Federation of Robotics, Italy

- Maintenance and Support
  Jason Tranter, Managing Director, Founder of MOBIUS Institute, Australia
  Dr. Mark Haarman, Mainnovation B.V. Consultancy, Former Chairman, Netherlands

13.30-14.30 Lunch

14.30 Perspectives in relation to the FoF – PPP program
  Andrea Gentili, European Commission

14.50 The European View
  Professor Engelbert Westkämper

15.20 Panel Discussion,
  Experts, Cluster Leaders, Moderators

16.15 Summary